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A plant root-morphology based simulation for pl~t 
soil microbial ecosystem modelling. 

T.N. BROWN a D. KULASIRla R.E. GAUNT b 

a Centre for Computing and Biometrics, Lincoln University, New Zealand 

b Plant Science Department, Lincoln University, New Zealand 

A simulation model to produce and manipulate computer representa
tions of plant root microbial ecosystems is presented. The root system 
is described as a collection of nodes. A node records a position in three
dimensional space and may represent the origin of another root, a bend, or 
some change in the root's microbial status. Disease lesions, closely associ
ated microbial populations such as mycorrhizal fungi, and free soil micro
bial populations may be represented. A multi-dimensional matrix struc
ture provides a useful conceptual framework for the numerous stochastic 
functions required by the model. Procedures for building the node based 
root map, and for simulating root growth and microbial interaction, are 
presented in terms of such a matrix, in conjunction with the necessary 
manipulations of the node lists which represent the root system. The 
model is presented as a step towards a generic framework for modelling 
root-architecture and the spatial structure of associated microbial ecosys
tems. The model has been successfully applied to a simulation of a Pinus 
radiata / Armillaria spp. pathosystem. 

Key words: Three-dimensional tree root architecture. Spatial microbial ecosystem 
simulation model. 

.1 Introduction 

The plant root / soil microbial ecosystem has all the complexity and vari
ability normally found in multi-species ecosystems. Its existence within the 
soil matrix introduces further complications. Monitoring and experimental 
modification are difficult, so simulation and modelling are useful additions 
to purely experimental research. The constraining effect of the soil, and the 
unusual topology of the root surface environment, compared to terrestrial or 
aquatic environments, require special consideration during model formulation. 
A generic model capable of simulating root morphology and the positions 
and spatial interactions of microbial populations and nutrients would have 
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many applications. For example, Lungley [13] tracked branching patterns in 
cereal root s.ystems to examine fertiliser uptake efficiency. Bloomberg [2,3] and 
Reyn'olds '[15] used root system morphology simulations specifically tailored 
to conife~'nursery conditions to model disease spread 'in Douglas fir nursery 
beds. Schlichter et al. [17] looked at root system shape and its effect on rain 
infiltration. Fitter et al. [10] considered the effect of branching patterns on 
soil volume exploitation. Schlichter et ·al. used simple geometric shapes (com
binations of cones and cylinders) to represent the root volume, but in all the 
other cases essentially the same root morphology simulation problem had to 
be addressed. The goal of this work is to move towards a generalised root 
architecture and microbial ecosystem modelling framework. 

Various approaches have been considered for root architecture modelling. Dig
gle [9] treated root tips as moving particles, and tracked their paths to produce 
three dimensional structures. This approach is perhaps ideally suited to the 
fine root systems of annual crops, for example, Lungley's work. Henderson 
et al. [12,11] used collections of inter-connected points in three dimensional 
space to represent the morphology of Sitka Spruce root systems accurately. 
Stochastic functions for features such as branching frequency and direction 
and root length were derived from observations of root systems excavated in 
the field. The model was used to test hypotheses concerning controlled pat
terns in root system development concealed by the overall variability imposed 
by the heterogeneity of the soil matrix. 

The approach of Henderson et al. [12,11] has been used as a basis for the root 
architecture component of our simulation model. Algorithms describing the 
three-dimensional growth of the root system, and methods for representing 
microbial species and other features of the root soil environment, have been 
developed. The model has been applied to the Pinus radiata / Armillaria spp. 
pathosystem [5,4]' and is presented here in its generic form. 

2 Formulation 

For the purposes of this simulation model, root systems are considered as 
branching structures originating from a O'th order root (the root collar at 
the base of the stem). A branch from an n'th order root gives rise to an 
n'th + 1 order root, these roots being referred to as "parent" and "child" roots 
respectively. 
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2.1 Nodes 

The basic element in the model's representation of a root system is the node. 
The term is used to describe a point in space, and a corresponding entry in a 
list, it does not refer to a node in the normal botanical sense. A node has a 
position, an x, y, z coordinate, in three-dimensional space. There may be many 
different types of node, and each type possesses the information required to 
describe the feature the node represents. Nodes are manipulated as lists, or 
sequences, in the order they occur along a root (proximal to distal, stem to 
tip). As all changes in a root system's state are represented by nodes, it follows 
that the lines between nodes, the internodes, represent homogeneous sections 
of root. Figure 1 illustrates the translation from a real root system to the 
node based representation. It is convenient to define the term "root position" 
to refer to the one-dimensional local coordinate system identifying a node's 
position on a root. This may be normalised (0 .. 1), or in the range O .. l, where 
l is the length of the root. The proximal end of the root is taken as the root 
position origin. All nodes possess, in addition to their x, y, z coordinate, a root 
position coordinate, with the node representing the end of the root occurring 
at the local coordinate i. 

The simplest type of node, the "Bend" node (Figure 1), records a three
dimensional coordinate through which the root passes. The "End" node rep
resents the root tip, and is also simply a three-dimensional coordinate. A 
"Branch" node' marks the origin of a "child" root, a root of the next order. As 
well as a three-dimensional coordinate, a Branch node records details such as 
the physiological stage of the child root, and possibly the time at which it will 
advance to the next physiological stage. If required, other overall characteris
tics of the child root may also be specified by the Branch node on the parent 
root. 

Forking, the division of a root of order n into two roots of order n + 1, may be 
represented in two ways, the most appropriate being dictated by the system 
being modelled. The simpler case (Figure 2 (a)) is not strictly a fork but a 
branching -and deflection of the n'th order root, with only one n + 1 order 
root appearing. Alternatively the n'th order root may have two Branch nodes 
immediately preceding its End node, all three nodes sharing the same position, 
and so more accurately representing a true fork (Figure 2 (b)). 

Fungal l nodes ar~ used to indicate an increase or decrease in the "density" 
of a fungal population on a root's surface. As well as the position information 
common to all nodes a Fungal node will possess a code identifying the fungus 

1 While this model has been described with reference to fungal colonisation of roots, 
it may be possible to treat some rhizosphere bacterial populations in an analogous 
manner. 
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Node based representation 

Node list for first root N ode list for second root 

Branch node 

Branch node -t BR.2 Branch node 

Root pathogen Fungal node (density increase) FS.l Free soil fungi Fungal node 

(density increase) 

Rhizomorph node BE.l Bend node 

Root pathogen Fungal node (density decrease) FS.2 Free soil fungi Fungal node 

(density decrease) 

Root End node EN.2 Root End node 

Fig. 1. Translation from a real root to the node based representation. 

EN.1 

EN.2 
(b) EN.3 

(a) 

Fig. 2. Alternative node based representations of fork type branching. 

it represents. Fungal nodes may represent pathogenic, symbiotic, beneficial 
or merely commensal fungi. Density may be defined to suit the system being 
modelled, examples include mm of hyphae per mm2 of root surface, colony 
forming units per mm ofroot, infection severity (degree of tissue colonisation), 
and moles of a fungal metabolite per gram of root material. An area of fungal 
infection or colonisation can be represented by a pair of Fungal nodes, with 
the proximal node denoting a step-wise increase from a zero density, and the 
distal node marking a corresponding drop to zero density. Additional Fungal 
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Density 0 Density 5 Density 10 

Fig. 3. Fungal nodes representing colonised areas with variable density and spread 
onto a child root. 

nodes may be used to represent a graduated increase in density towards the 
centre of a colonised area (Figure 3). Alternatively a continuously varying 
density function may be used to determine fungal density between fungal 
nodes. When a colonised area extends either side of a Branch node, a Fungal 
node will be required on the child root to delimit the colonised area, as a child 
root initially has the fungal density of its parent root at the Branch node the 
child originates from (Figure 3). 

Other root system features, such as rhizomorphs, mycorrhizal feeder hyphae, 
and tubers, may be represented by other types of node which incorporate 
appropriate information. Rhizomorphs (root like fungal growths) can in turn 
be represented by the node based model described here. The branching of 
a fungal mycelium could also be modelled, but only at a restricted scale (a 
soil volume less than 0.001 m3

) as the data required to define the complex 
branching and bending of mycelium in soil is considerable. 

Root diameter may be handled in a manner that reflects its importance in 
the system under study. A diameter could be specified for the beginning of 
each root, and a tapering function used to model the specific diameter at any 
point along the root. If greater flexibility were required, a diameter could be 
specified at each node, and a tapering function used only between one node 
and the next. 

Free soil fungi, not as closely associated with the root as pathogenic or my
corrhizal species, can also be included in the modelled system, either as a 
collection of spherical volumes, or as "colonised" areas delimited by Fungal 
nodes, as described previously. In the latter case the nodes delimiting the 
"colonised" area are initially positioned by the intersection of the root sys
tem with spherical volumes. Retaining this Fungal node representation avoids 
the necessity of constantly checking a section of root for intersection with a 
collection of spherical volumes. 
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Attributes 
1=:1 
0 . .0 !-< 1=:1 ...c:: 1=:1 
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..., - S Cf.l 
1=:1 0 ·EiJ bO • .-< ~ (l) - ;:::l 0 1=:1 N • .-< 

...:1 ~ Z 0... <r: <r: ...:1 

Features 

Root 0 0 0 0 0 

Branch 0 0 0 0 

Bend 0 0 0 0 

Fungi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 1 
Root variable matrix form. 

2.2 Stochastic function matrix 

A large number of variables are required to describe the geometry and de
velopment of a root system [12]. For each order of root to be modelled, the 
number and position of bends, branches, and initial fungal colonisations must 
be known. Changes in a root's direction at these points, and the initial direc
tion of growth of its child roots, must also be predicted. Many of the stochastic 
functions used for these parameters will change for each physiological stage of 
the root system. Finally, if more than one type (species) of root system is to 
be simulated, completely different sets of parameters are required. Figure 4 
illustrates the complexity of a Pinus radiata root system mapped in the field, 
and the ability of the method described to represent that complexity. 

To ease handling of the cumbersome array of functions required, notation of 

the form 

Ftype,order,jeature,attribute,phys.stage,jungus 

is used. Table 1 lists some root features and the attributes they can possess. 
Table 2 gives some examples of elements of the resulting stochastic function 
matrix and their interpretation. Angle and azimuth refer to a root's "compass" 
direction and declination from the horizontal, respectively. 
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Notation Meaning 

Fp' 2 R t L th NA NA Length of a second order pine zne, , 00, eng, , 

root, physiological stage is irrele
vant as length is defined when the 
root is first created. Fungus is also 
probably irrelevant. Possible value: 
Uniform(50, 200) mm. 

Fp' 2 F . EI M t A Rate of elongation of an armil-zne, , ungz, ong., a ure, rm. 

laria lesion on a Mature second or-
der pine root. Possible value: 1.5 x 
SO mm day-I, where SO represents a 
seasonal/climatic effect. 

FRye,l,Branch,Number,NA,NA Number of branches on a first order 
root of a rye grass. Possible value: 
Uniform(O, 6). 

F Pine,3,Branch,Angle,N A,N A Change in direction of a third order 
pine root at a Branch Node. Possible 
value: 0 radians (no change). 

F Pine,2,Root,Lijespan,Senescent,N A Duration of senescent physiological 
phase for a second order Pine root. 
Possible value: Exp(20) (exponential 
mean= 20) days. 

Table 2 
Examples of root-variable matrix elements. N A = not applicable. 

2.3 Simulated root system construction 

The type of plant, and its position, will be defined by the simulation user. For 
example, a root system may be constructed from the initial information that 
a plant of type Pine has its root collar, or Oth order root, at xo, Yo, zoo The 
direction of the Oth order root will normally be straight down (angle = -7r /2, 
azimuth undefined), but any direction is valid. Given this information, the 
following node-list building procedure is used to pre-define a root system's 
geometry. N A = not applicable. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 4. Comparison between real (a and c) and simulated (b and d) root systems 
in plan (a and b) and elevation (c and d). a and c are digitised forms of root maps 
made available by Alex Watson [20]. 

(i) To the empty node list, add an End node with a root position value of 
Ftype,order,Root,Length,N A,N A· Note that the three-dimensional position ofthe 
nodes is undefined at this stage, only the one-dimensional root position 
is calculated. 

(ii) Add Ftype,order,Bend,Number,NA,NA Bend nodes, with root position values of 
Ftype,order,Bend,Position,N A,N A· 

(iii) Add Ftype,order,Branch,Number,NA,NA Branch nodes, with root position values 
of Ftype,order,Branch,Position,N A,N A· 

(iv) For each fungal species, add Ftype,order,Fungi,Number,NA,Species density incre-
menting Fungal nodes, with root position values of Ftype,order,Fungi,Position,N A,Species, 

and corresponding density decrementing Fungal nodes Ftype,order,Fungi,Length,N A,Species 

root position units further down the root. 
(v) Starting from the known initial x, y, z location and angle and azimuth, 

calculate the location of the first node. Modify the root's angle and az
imuth by Ftype,order,ntype,Angle,NA,NA and Ftype,order,ntype,Azimuth,NA,NA, where 
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ntype is the type of this node. Repeat this step to calculate the locations 
of the remaining nodes. 

(vi) For each Branch node repeat this procedure to add a root of the next 
order. 

(vii) For each child root originating from a Branch node occurring in a colonised 
section of root, add a Fungal density decrement node to mark the limit 
of the colonised area on the child root. 

2.4 Root growth 

The temporal development of the root system can be simulated either by mod
elling the behaviour of the root tip, or by modelling the geometric structure 
of the mature root system. In the former case the position of the root End 
node would be updated, and Bend, Branch and other nodes added as required. 
In the latter case the final three-dimensional geometry of the root system is 
modelled at the beginning of the simulation; a Current End node is used in 
addition to the true End node to record the extent to which the root system 
has grown. Although the shape of the system is defined beyond the Current 
End, the Current End node represents the root tip. Growth is modelled by 
having the Current End node move along the internodes of the predefined root 
system. The latter technique has been used to date, as a single parameterisa
tion can be used to model the complete spatial/temporal development of the 
root system. The root tip approach may require a variety of different submod
els of root tip behaviour at different stages of the root system's development, 
and for different classes of root. The use of a pre-defined morphology does 
not prevent simulation of the effect of the root system's development on the 
overall structure. The Current End node will not necessarily reach the Root 
End node, and branching and growth rates will all affect the final morphology 
of the root system. 

2.5 Physiological status 

While the model described here aims primarily to represent the spatial struc
ture of the root ecosystem, root / fungi interactions are also dependent on the 
physiological status of both plant and fungus. The physiological stage of the 
whole root may be recorded by its first node (the Branch node), or if more pre
cision is required, by each node. A physiological stage can be considered to be 
part of a progression of stages. Table 3 lists the stages used in an application 
of the model to the Pinus radiata / Armillaria spp. pathosystem. 
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Phase Description 

Future A root that doesn't exist yet, i.e. one occurring 
past the Current End node of its parent. 

Waiting The Current End node of the parent has passed 
this position, but the root is not yet growing. For 
example, to allow additional first order roots to 
appear on the root collar several seasons after the 
plant starts to grow. 

Growing Actively elongating, child roots that die will be 
replaced by a localised application of the root con
struction procedure described below. 

Mature Similar to Growing, but with slower replacement 
of child roots. 

Senescent Retains some resistance to fungal attack, but is 
not elongating, and has no active child roots (i.e. 
all child roots will also be Senescent or older). 

Dead Reduced resistance to fungal attack, negative 
elongation may represent decay of distal end. 
Prime source of fungal inocula. 

Decayed In an advanced state of decay, may favour special
ist saprophytes over pathogenic species. 

Table 3 
Root physiological phases. 

2.6 Analysis 

As each internode of each root is examined during the course of a simulation, 
it is necessary to know what type of plant the internode belongs to, the root's 
fungal load, the state of the root system nearby, the internode's direction of 
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travel, etc. All this information could be stored in each node record, but that 
would be extremely inefficient, as the information is merely a function of other 
values already stored. Instead, a "status record" is used. The status record is 
essentially a collection of information about the root system at a specific place 
and time. The status record may include the following values, only some of 
which will be relevant to any given analysis. 

Status record 

X,Y,z 

order 

angle 

azimuth 

stage 

fungi mod 

fungi 3 

The coordinates of the place in the root system to which the 
status record applies. 

the order of the root to which the status record applies. 

the angle of the internode 

the azimuth of the internode 

The physiological stage of the root to which the status record 
applies. 

Modification factor for plant/fungal and fungal/fungal inter
actions from seasonal and environmental effects. 

The density of fungal populations at the point to which the 
status record applies. 

'The mass (length x density) of any fungal populations that 
the point to which the status record applies lies within. 

The mass of any fungal populations between the point to which 
the status record applies and the stem. 

The last three components are illustrated in Figure 5. At the node P, fungi 1 

is dl, fungi 2 is dl(l4 + l5) + d2 x l3 and fungi 3 is dl(ll + l4) + d2(l2 + l3). 
The advantage of the status record is that only one is required, it "belongs" 
to the analysis, rather than to the root system. 

In many cases it is useful to isolate a subset of roots or internodes (root sec
tions) based on some arbitrary criteria. The simplest case arises when roots of 
only one order are of interest. More complicated conditions may also be use
ful, for example it may be necessary to isolate root-rot infected sub-sections 
of mature second order roots without significant biological control agent pop
ulations to estimate the number of possible sporulation sites. Most of these 
root system states can be described by defining a minimum and maximum 
status record. Only those internodes whose own status records lie between the 
minimum and maximum are selected. 
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\ To stem 

Fungal density d1 

~································~1'1 
Fungal density d2 

To rest of root system 

Fig. 5. Fungal status information stored in a "status record". 

2.7 Parsing 

To simplify the' examination and alteration of the set of records that represent 
the root system, any implementation will almost certainly include a "parser" 
entity. The parser will be able to process the lists of nodes and present the 
"client" routine (for example, an analysis routine determining the proportion 
of the root s:y:stem infected) with the start-node and end-nodes and status 
records for each internode. Figure 6 illustrates the lists of pairs of nodes a 
parser routine would pass to its client routine for a simple two root system, 
where root B branches from root A. 

For root A, the parser would give the client routine the node pairs BR.1-BE.1, 
BE.1-BR.2, BR.2-BE.2, and BE.2-EN.1. For root B, BR.2-FN.1, FN.1-FN.2, 
and FN.2-EN.2. Depending on the implementation, the client routine could 
receive the root B data in the middle of the root A data, between BE.1-BR.2 
and BR.2-BE.2, or after root A had been fully processed. If, for example, 
the client routine was determining the proportion of the root system that 
was colonised by a fungus, it would find the total length of the root system by 
summing all the internode lengths, and the length of infected root by summing 
the lengths of internodes whose status record had a non-zero density for the/ 
fungus in question (the internode FN.1-FN.2 in this example). If the client 
routine was concerned only with colonisation above a certain density, a pair 
of minimum / maximum status records could be supplied to act as a filter. 
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Root A Root B 

BR.1 

BE. 1 EN.2 

BR.2-+ BR.2 EN.1 

BE.2 FN.1 

EN.1 FN.2 

EN.2 

Fig. 6. Node pairs defining internodes. 

2.8 Fungal growth 

The expansion' (or contraction), of fungal lesions (or areas colonised by harm
less or beneficial species) can be represented by "sliding" the fungal nodes up 
and down the root. A lesion expands when its proximal node moves "up" the 
root towards the stem, and/or its distal end moves "down" the root towards 
the root tip. As these mobile nodes encounter other nodes, further modifi
cations to the root system may be required. Figure 7 illustrates the possible 
node interactions: 

- Fungal node 3 passes bend node 2. The nodes swap their positions on the list 
of nodes for the root (3 now occurs before 2), but no other change occurs. 

- Fungal node 2 reaches branch node 1. Assuming the fungus spreads from 
the child root to the parent, node 2 ceases to exist, and two new nodes are 
created on the parent root, either side of node l. 

- Fungal node 4 passes branch node 5. A node must be added to the child 
root to mark the limit of the lesion (Figure 3). 

- Fungal node 4 passes fungal node 6. Depending on the behavior of the 
fungus being modelled, three responses are possible. 

(i) If the fungal densities indicated by nodes 3 and 6 are the same, consider 
the lesions to have merged. Nodes 4 and 6 cease to exist. 

(ii) If the densities differ, remove nodes 4 and 6, and replace them with a node 
marking the change in density from the upper to the lower lesion. 
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Fig. 7. Fungal lesion expansion. 

(iii) If multiple lesions can exist in the same section of root, allow the lesions 
to overlap. The fungal density in the internode between nodes 6 and 4 will 
be the sum of the densities occurring in the individual lesions. 

2.9 Root contact 

Central to a three-dimensional simulation of root architecture is the ability to 
detect inter-root contact, roots that are close to each other, and root contact 
with sources of inocula. An algorithm to determine the shortest route between 
two internodes is required; the parser / client system described above could be 
used to locate all colonised internodes, and the client routine could initiate a 
second parser / client pair to check the distance from each infected internode 
to every other internode in the root system (including those belonging to 
other plants). In practice it is far more efficient to employ some form of three
dimensional indexing so that only those internodes known to be reasonably 
close to the infected internode are checked [5]. The "voxel-Iattice" or "oct
tree" techniques applied in the field of three-dimensional computer imaging 
are directly applicable. 

2.10 Infection 

Given that a root and a pathogen are in contact, the success or failure of the 
root's defense (or the pathogen's attack) are dependent on a large number 
of factors. Soil temperature and moisture may playa major role. The three
dimensional nature of the model described here allows a particularly thorough 
treatment of these depth dependent variables. The physiological status of the 
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root, nearby fungal populations (both antagonistic and beneficial) and the 
overall disease loading of the whole root system are all relevant to the infection 
process. As discussed previously, these factors may also be represented and 
manipulated by this model (see the fungi 1 , fungi 2 and fungi 3 variables in 
figure 5). 

While the algorithm for determining the outcome of a root / pathogen en
counter will vary with the system being modelled, in general an "infection 
score" is a useful decision making tool. A base value, probably defined by 
the root's physiological stage, can be increased or decreased by temperature, 
moisture, pathogen vigour, pathogen density, or other relevant factors. Popu
lations of species antagonistic to the pathogen (biological control agents, for 
example) could modify the score in the root's favour. Similarly populations 
of species known to enhance the pathogen's impact could be modelled and 
accounted for. Infection could be considered to occur if the score exceeded 
some predefined critical value. 

2.11 Other spatial effects 

The three-dimensional nature of this model allows other spatially variable 
components of the plant root ecosystem to be examined. Soil nutrient levels 
could be represented as a lattice of rectangular volumes. The initial distribu
tion of nutrients within this lattice, and changes in nutrient levels caused by 
roots and fertiliser inputs could be examined; a root system's efficiency of ex
ploitation of a soil volume, or root competition, both intra- and inter-species, 
could be examined. 

Ground topography, another facet of some soil root ecosystems, can also be 
considered. Henderson et al. [11] incorporated root response to soil surface 
planes in furrowed Sitka spruce planting. Figure 8, from the Pinus radiata 
/ Armillaria spp. pathosystem implementation of this model, illustrates a 
ground topography which varies at a scale that would have an effect on a root 
system. 

3 Results 

As discussed in [4] and [6], the form of validation appropriate to a specific 
application of this model would depend on the application itself. In this section 
results from an application of the model to the Pinus radiata / armillaria 
pathosystem are presented with field observations. 
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Fig. 8. A ray-traced image of a simulated Pinus spp. root system and ground to
pography. 

3.1 Disease spread 

Figure 9 is a field observation of armillaria in a North American lodgepole 
pine stand generously made available by Zeglen [21]. Figure 10 is simulation 
output for a radial expansion scenario. While figure 9 represents a steady state 
condition and figure 10 is part of a developing disease centre, the similarity 
of armillaria distribution is notable, particularly in the existence of infection 
foci around root collars. 

Figure 10 also illustrates the model's ability to represent disease centre ex
pansion, an important feature of the armillaria pathosystem in New Zealand. 
Typically areas of high fatality in establishing Pinus radiata plantations will 
be focused on dead root systems of either native tree species or mature P. 
radiata from the previous crop. The interpretation of the pattern of develop
ment of these centres is unclear [14,16,19]' but the ability of the small scale 
processes included in the simulation model to predict such a large scale effect 
suggests an appropriate set of small scale mechanisms has been included in 
the model. 
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Fig. 9. Armillaria distribution in a lodgepole pine stand, steady state in a North 
American forest. Dotted lines represent infection. 

3.2 Thinning effect 

For the situation illustrated in Figure 11, where thinning creates a dead root 
system between infected and uninfected trees, the actual impact of thinning is 
variable. Thinning may cause infection of tree C, by providing a path of less
ened resistance, assuming recently killed roots are more susceptible to armil
laria than actively growing roots. Thinning may prevent infection of tree C by 
terminating root extension and eliminating contact between either trees A and 
B or Band C. Thinning may have no effect on disease spread, if, regardless of 
thinning, nO contact occurs between A and B or Band C, or if A comes into 
direct contact with C. 

Repeated simulation runs for the system described in figure 11 gave each of the 
possible outcomes, i.e. positive, negative and neutral impact on disease spread. 
This result not only re-confirms the model's ability to represent events in the 
field, but also lends weight to the use of detailed stochastic models of real 
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Fig. 10. Simulation output for disease centre expansion. Bold lines represent infec
tion. 

physical entities. Many simpler density / probability based models may be 
able to predict only one or perhaps two possible outcomes in a scenario such 
as thinning impact on disease spread. 

3.3 Biological control agent effect 

Hill has demonstrated effective protection of young P. radiata from armil
laria by inoculations of the root system with Trichoderma spp. as a biological 
control agent (BCA) [8]. The simulation model's representation offungal pop
ulations allows this exclusion effect to be modelled. Figure 12 illustrates the 
projected final extents of, from left to right, armillaria infected, Trichoderma 
spp. inoculated, and fungi-free root systems. Re-running the simulation with 
and without the Trichoderma spp. indicated the possibility of the BCA being 
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Fig. 11. Thinning adjacent to a diseased root system. Bold lines represent infection. 

temporally and spatially coincident with the point of contact between armil
laria and the uninfected root system. This type of prediction may be useful 
in assessing the potential for the successful transfer of inhibitory interactions 
found in the laboratory to the field. 

4 Discussion 

To be of maximum benefit to an experimental program, a simulation model 
should be developed in parallel to, if not before, extensive field work. To 
facilitate this, a flexible system which includes built-in functions to deal with 
the more demanding implementation problems, in this case root morphology 
simulation, has obvious applications. The model described here is seen as a 
core for a root microbial ecology simulation system that can be easily adapted 
to different ecosystems. 

The level of flexibility envisaged is high; for instance it should be possible to 
develop a scripting language that supports the creation of arbitrary ecosys
tem parameters. Take the hypothetical example of a low phosphorus soil in 
which plant disease resistance is improved by increased plant tissue phospho
rus levels, which can be conferred by a mycorrhizal fungus. Even without 
any provision for this situation in the simulation code proper, a fully fledged 
generic simulation framework could allow the definition of an abstract "re
source" or "substance" variable. The value could then be modified by myc
orrhizal biomass, which would be modelled by the simulation, allowing the 
value to be included in the rule that was defined to determine the outcome of 
plant / pathogen interactions. For purely illustrative purposes, the following 
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Fig. 12. Simulation of Trichoderma spp. as a biological control agent. Bold shaded 
lines indicate roots in soil occupied by trichoderma. 

speculative configuration script fragment outlines the above procedure: 

substance plant.phos = 1. 

Define a new variable, called "plant.phos". 

plant.phos = plant.phos + biomass(myc) / 0.25 

Modify with mycorrhizal biomass, a predefined function. 

plant.resist = plant.resist + 0.15 * plant.phos 

Use the variable plant. phos to modify another variable, plant. resist, 
which is compared with another variable, say phytophthora. virulence, to 
determine if a plant / pathogen encounter (predicted by the root architecture 
component of the simulation) results in infection. 
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4.1 Implementation 

The model described here has been implemented for the Pinus radiata / Armil
laria spp. pathosystem [5] in the C programming language, and is currently 
being re-implemented in a generic form in the C++ programming language. 
The object oriented paradigm supported by C++ is well suited to the node 
based representation. Issues such as indexing algorithms to accelerate the cal
culation of inter-root distances and human / computer readable forms of the 
stochastic function matrix have been addressed previously [5]. Visualisation 
capabilities are also an important part of an implementation of the model; the 
complexity of plant root systems means that verification during the models 
development and interpretation of results is difficult unless a versatile three
dimensional graphical interface is available. Figure 8 illustrates the realistic 
output possible with current computer graphic methods. This level of realism 
allows rapid interpretation of model output, and also highlights any errors in 
the simulation's formulation or implementation. 

An additional type of node may also be useful for visualisation and result 
generation. "Probe" nodes could be placed at points of interest, either by the 
root system construction routine, or by the user via the graphical interface. 
These nodes could then respond with values such as fungal density when the 
root system is parsed by a report generating routine. 

4.2 Further Development 

Complex, stochastic systems like plant root morphologies are difficult to char
acterise and compare, and so models of such systems are difficult to validate. 
Brown [6,4] considered some possible objective indices of root system form, 
and developed a root radial distribution index [7]. Such system specific indices 
allow model output to be compared with field observations, although the cost 
of obtaining the latter means that high variability remains a problem. How
ever, models based on the model presented here may be useful in cases where 
the general nature (weak positive, strong negative and so on) of an ecosystem's 
response to a change is of interest. Tsegaye et al. [18] illustrated this type of 
model application using the ROOTMAP model of Diggle [9]. The possibility 
of root mediated soil drying causing increased penetration resistance and con
sequent reduction in overall root system size was confirmed by ROOTMAP's 
output. Appendix A illustrates our model's ability to represent some diverse 
phenomena observed in the field, and its ability to predict events caused by 
those phenomena. 

A useful feature of detailed spatial models is that they may be "sampled" in 
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the same way as their real world counterparts. For example, core sampling, 
a field technique often applied to root systems, may be performed on the 
simulated root architecture by defining the position of a cylinder, and per
forming the appropriate calculations on each internode. Trench wall intercept 
data may be obtained in a similar manner [1]. The ability to carry out such 
"virtual" sampling has two advantages; it allows the simulated architecture 
to be compared with commonly available measurements that do not directly 
describe root morphology, and it allows the sampling techniques themselves 
to be assessed. For example, the correlation of limited core sampling data 
with total root length may be accurately determined, as the true total root 
length of the simulated system may be easily calculated. Alternate patterns 
of core sampling may be assessed without the time consuming collection and 
extraction normally required. 

An early goal in the continued development of the system would be the spec
ification of a generic root architecture description syntax that allowed easy 
modification by users with only a limited background in computing, but still 
permitted the representation of complex root system features. An entry format 
that allows the root system to be described in natural terms would probably 
be most successful, although some mathematical abstractions are unavoidable. 

4.3 Conclusion 

Simulation of systems from a low level, real entity or mechanism basis is 
becoming increasingly common as computing resources become more readily 
available. Finite element analysis and similar methodologies are popular in 
physical and engineering fields, molecular and even atomic level simulations 
are common in chemical and molecular biology research. The initial overhead 
in implementing these low level models makes them practical only if a generic, 
re-usable toolkit capable of representing the systems' basic structure is avail
able. It seems reasonable that, particularly in cases where spatial relationships 
and spatial heterogeneity are important, similar low level, real entity based 
simulations may be useful in ecology. The model described here is suitable to 
form the basis for such a toolkit for plant root microbial ecosystem simulation 
applications. 
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